The behaviour of wave V latency in cochlear hearing loss.
The audiological approach to the early diagnosis of cerebellopontine angle tumours (APC) is based mainly on ABR. In present work, wave V latency has been studied in two groups of patients: 308 cochlear cases and 74 retrocochlear cases (APC surgically confirmed tumours), in order to increase the sensitivity and specificity of the diagnostic indexes I-V, IT5 and Delta V. Wave V latencies have been evaluated in relation to hearing loss at 2-4 kHz and audiometric profile. Both these factors show a highly significant positive correlation with the latency, which consequently increases proportionally to hearing loss and high-frequency audiometric loss. A multiple regression analysis was therefore used to analyse the effects from the two variables, and a correction factor was calculated to compensate the latency values for hearing loss and threshold configuration. The effects of such a correction on the clinical results consist mainly of a reduction in the rate of cochlear false-negative results, which corresponds to improving the ABR specificity.